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Large wreaths with an abundance of
ornaments offer a hearty welcome to those
arriving at the Copas home.

Christmas at
Designers’ Homes
Across America
If you’re looking for inspiration for your holiday
decorations or simply like to see how the
professionals do it, look no further
REVIEWED BY REN MILLER

Designer Shayla Copas chose blue, silver and gold, all with an emphasis on sparkle, for
the holiday decor at her own home.
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aise your hand if you like to glance in your neighbors’ windows — ever so innocently — to see their holiday decorations each December. Occasionally, you may be
rewarded with views that send a wave of nostalgia coursing through your body, strike
you as stunningly simple or leave you in awe of the color combinations or abundance
of ornaments and lights.
Whether you’re looking simply to enjoy the view or to gather ideas for your own home, you scurry
along lest you be thought of as Peeping Tom. What a treat, then, to get a leisurely look inside the holiday-decorated homes of some of the country’s leading designers in Christmas at Designers’ Homes Across
America, written by Katharine Kaye McMillan and her mother, Patricia Hart McMillan, and published
by Schiffer Publishing Ltd. Katharine McMillan, a psychologist, and Patricia McMillan, an interior
designer, are partners at Strahan McMillan, Architecture and Interior Design, in San Antonio, Texas.
The book features 400 photos from 22 homes, including those of both authors, in its 256 pages.
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COURTESY OF CHRISTOPHER RADKO

BREAKFAST ROOM | A
blue and green theme in
designer Rhonda
Peterson’s home
encompasses everything
from the ornaments on
the Christmas tree in the
living room to the table
setting in the adjacent
breakfast room.

Christopher Radko trims the tree in his lemon-hued living room in blue lights and
midcentury blue and silver Shiny-Brites ornaments — lots and lots of them.

More than present just a photo and caption book, the authors include interesting background information (Christopher Radko, who The New York
Times once called the Czar of Christmas Present thanks to the eponymous
ornament company he used to own, created designs that raised over $3
million for breast cancer, AIDS, diabetes, heart disease and pet charities).
The designers also offer take-home tips: again Radko: “I love the look
and scent of a natural tree. Noble firs are the most elegant. However, I like
having my tree up for six weeks, so I may opt for well-made artificial trees.
Each year they get better, more life-like.”
……
There’s more than just choosing the right tree. Scale is just as important
when decorating for the holidays as when furnishing your home, as Arkansas
designer Shayla Copas demonstrates with impressively sized wreaths on
double front doors that open to a foyer and the wintery scene of two life-size

reindeer studded with sparkling rhinestones and surrounded by greens, large
Christmas balls and white lights covering the entire top of a grand piano.
For the holidays, Copas loves glam — “anything that sparkles, and the
more the better!’” she tells the authors. The Holiday & Decorative Association liked what it saw, honoring Copas for the Best Christmas Tree in
the Nation and the Best Christmas Wreath Design in the Nation in 2015.
One of her tips from the book: “It is a good idea to store ornaments in
heavy-duty, see-through plastic containers with labels. I keep similar ornaments in the same box and label them. I also store my ornaments according to room. For example, a label will say: library/green glass finial. This
makes putting ornaments up so much easier the next year.”
……
For Mary Helen McCoy, owner of Mary Helen McCoy Fine Antiques
and Interior Design in Memphis, simple holiday décor sets the mood

FOYER | The foyer of
Peterson’s home is
decorated simply but
effectively with two small
evergreens dusted with
faux snow and gilded
pinecones.

without detracting from her carefully chosen antiques. Traditional Christmas carols, fragrances that signify the holidays and roses, the ancient
symbol for Jesus, are also important parts of her holiday celebration. A fireplace, for example, is dressed in a garland of greenery that spills onto the
floor, chocolate velvet ribbon that complements the fireplace surround and

marble vases with branches of orange ilex and more greenery — simple yet
stunning. More ilex joins roses and baby hydrangeas in small bouquets that
add festive, elegant notes throughout her home.
Simplicity goes a step further in the home of Rhonda Peterson, owner
of Rhonda Peterson Associates in Atlanta and writer of the decorating blog
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Trailing greenery and a pine-cone-laden wreath decorate the entry of designer
Denise McGaha’s home.

Restrained seasonal décor keeps the focus on French antique furniture in the home
of Mary Helen McCoy, owner of Mary Helen McCoy Fine Antiques and Interior
Design. Above the mantel is a period oil painting of roses, McCoy’s flower of choice
for the season. A garland of fresh greenery and chocolate velvet ribbon drapes over
the mantel. Marble vases are filled with orange ilex and greenery.

“Stylish Spaces Designed for Living.” In her foyer, for example, a slender
console with gracefully curved legs and a glass top holds two small evergreen trees, an assortment of gilded pinecones that sit upright like small
trees and a single, fancy blown-glass ornament. A lamp with a clear glass
ball base and three framed images from a Hermès catalog on the wall
complete the scene. It’s a sophisticated, highly edited look that Peterson
describes as eclectic.
The Christmas tree in her living room and the adjacent breakfast room
are decorated in non-traditional yet festive green and blue. The tree itself
holds green, blue and white ornaments in a mix of sizes and textures to

keep it interesting. Wire balls painted in sparkling blue and green mixed
with other balls fill a glass compote on the breakfast table. Among Peterson’s decorating tips: use silver, mercury glass, clear glass and candles for a
sparkling holiday. “I light each [candle] every evening because I love the
glow,” she says.
……
Fresh greens are the order of the day at the Dallas home of designer
Denise McGaha, a brand ambassador for luxury lighting company Currey
& Co. and one of the architects of NeimanMarcus.com. The entry to her
home sets the stage with a dark wood door framed with an evergreen
garland and dressed with a wreath decorated with fresh fruit. On both
sides of the door, oversized planters with a green-blue glaze stand like
sentries. Indoors, she decorates the living room (the tree includes ornaments given to her children when they were young), the dining room and
even places fresh flowers in all the bathrooms. “I always use fresh greens,”
she says. “I change out fruits and fresh flowers each week.”
Find more beautiful photos and valuable decorating tips from these and
other designers in Christmas at Designers’ Homes Across America, $45 at
schifferbooks.com. DNJ
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